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Five minutes later, in a three-kilometer radius outside the Gu villa, Night One had a

thousand masked combat sequences standing quietly against the icy night breeze, while
beneath their feet were the corpses of the Bai Clan horses all over the ground....

........

And outside in the city center at this moment, also similarly erupted a field of

extermination, today's Tianhai is destined to be uneventful, in the morning the Leng

family and the Gong family suddenly announced a marriage, the Leng family's eldest
daughter will marry to the Gong family in three days, and still married to a waste of the

Gong family, incomparably ugly-looking waste, this kind of gossip news, naturally, in a

day, spread all over the city!

And that's not all, just when all the circles in Tianhai City were laughing at Shen Xiyan,
suddenly at 7:30 tonight, the Gong family once again spread a message, the marriage

between the Leng family and the Gong family, the time changed to tomorrow at 9:00 a.m.,
and sincerely invited the elites from all walks of life in Tianhai to the banquet, the Gong
family villa area is all open... Suddenly after this news came out, all the people from all

walks of life in Tianhai City knew what the Gong family meant, that is, to make Shen

Xiyan and her mother, Leng Qiuya, lose face in front of everyone in the entire Tianhai

City, to suffer untold insults!

The Gong Family is taking revenge!With the appearance of these two pieces of news,
people from all walks of life in the Heavenly Sea also turned up the disgrace of the Gong
family more than twenty years ago, and smart people could see at a glance that the Gong

family was taking revenge, taking revenge on Leng Qiu Ya, and incidentally destroying

Shen Xi Yan's whole life, and for a time there were also many people in the Heavenly Sea,
who felt sorry for Shen Xi Yan....

........

Right now in the center of Tianhai, a luxury hotel is holding a party for the top circle, the
party is organized by a real power figure of the Gong family, Gong Haiyang's brother,
Gong Hai Long, a balding and big-bellied Gong Hai Long, wandering freely in the middle



of the venue, frequently raising a glass with the top people from all walks of life in

Tianhai, laughing and chatting so happily....

After Gong Hailong greeted almost everyone in the venue, he walked to the stage above

the front of the venue, Gong Hailong Wu'er Wu'er Chafing Serving Chafing Xilong held a

microphone and said with a smile to all the guests, "Hahaha, tomorrow morning at nine

o'clock, is the big day of my Gong family, and please be sure to come, my Gong family

sweeps the couch to wait..."

"Mmhmm, Mr. Miyagi is very kind, we'll definitely be there..." said a guest from the stage

with a smile.

"Mmhmm, we'll definitely go to the party..." said another guest with a smile.

One by one, the guests catered to Gong Hailong on stage, and for a moment, Gong
Hailong on stage felt incomparably happy, that disgrace of the Gong Family twenty years

ago would all be washed away tomorrow, and after the Gong Family united with the Leng

Family, his Gong Family's power, as well as its influence in the Heavenly Sea, would
surely rise to another level!The first website m．kanshu8.net

Just as Gong Hailong's mind was fantasizing, a young man in a suit approached the stage

from the side, and the man asked indifferently to Gong Hailong, "Are you Gong Family

Gong Hailong?"

Gong Hailong was confused that he didn't know the young man in front of him, but he
smiled and nodded, "Well good, I'm Gong Family Gong Hailong, and you are?"

Bang... The young man didn't say anything, but just shot Gong Hailong's head, and the

poor Gong Hailong still had deep doubts on his face until he died, who dared to touch

their Gong family in Tianhai?Are you really not afraid of being hunted down by the Gong

Family in the future?It was just that he didn't know that Lin Hao really wasn't afraid,
how old was a small Gong family?What's that?

"Ahhhhh..." the crowd offstage screamed in shock when they saw Gong Hailong, who had

just been talking and laughing, die in the blink of an eye in front of them, and the kind

that was still dead....

The young man on the stage swept a cold glance at the audience and shouted in a deep
voice, "None of your business here!You guys continue..." said turning around and walking

away, instantly disappearing within the sight of the venue crowd, it really wasn't even a



minute before or after, coming to kill Gong Hailong and then walking away, not dragging
his feet in the slightest!

Just when the young man left, everyone in the venue was deeply shocked, this was the
Gong Family's Gong Hailong ah, Gong Haiyang's own brother ah, the Gong Family's
number two real power figure ah, yet he was actually executed right in front of

everyone!!!!

........

At the same time, in the East District of Tianhai City, within a high-end clubhouse of the

Gong Family, Gong Haiyang's other brother, Gong Hai Tian, was currently here to

entertain a group of big and high-ranking figures of Tianhai City.

"Mr. Zhang, Mr. Liu,Mr.Wang, eat and drink well tonight, I've also arranged a few global

ladies, enjoy yourselves later, don't be polite haha..." said Mr. Gong Haitian with a smile

to the three CEOs of the big companies in Tianhai City in front of him.

"Mmhmm, Mr. Gong is too polite, haha..." said Mr. Wang with a smile to Gong Haitian as

well.

"Haha, Mr. Gong just knows how to do things, don't worry, in the future, our Si Yao
Group and the Gong family will be completely tied together, and we'll all make money

together..." that Mr. Zhang also said to Gong Haitian with satisfaction...

"Hahahaha... Come, come, then, let's wish everyone a happy cooperation, and we'll be
rich together and stand at the top of the Heavenly Sea!"Gong Haitian was also in a good

mood and raised his glass, he raised his glass and the three big men raised theirs too....

"You're the Gong Family Gong Haotian?"Just as the four of them were about to drink all

the wine in their hands, suddenly an icy voice came from the doorway.

"Yes, I'm Gong Haitian, who are you?"Gong Haitian narrowed his eyes and frowned as he

drank at the young man who suddenly appeared at the door, this was his private club, no
one else could enter without his consent, and the security here was top-notch....

"Bang..." the young man didn't even reply to Gong Haitian's words, but just shot him in

the head...

The third real power in the Gong family, Gong Haitian, extinguished....



"You guys continue..." after the young man killed Gong Haitian, he said coldly to the three
people in the private room, turned around and disappeared within the clubhouse.

Only after the three of them walked out of the private room, they discovered that all the

Gong family members in this private clubhouse had already fallen in a pool of blood....

In a scene like this, in the Heavenly Sea tonight, in just ten minutes, in all the various

places in the Heavenly Sea where the Gong family was present, all but the Gong Jun

lineage were instantly exterminated....

For a time, all those who were with the Gong family tonight, the elite existences from all

walks of life in Tianhai City, one by one, their hearts were shocked and their faces were

pale, what happened tonight, they didn't dare to imagine it at the moment, in just half an

hour, the entire top management of the Gong family in all walks of life in Tianhai City,
were all put on trial!

And what they didn't know was that this was just the beginning, the beginning of

something that would cause the Gong family, and Gong Haiyang, to completely despair,
and cause the entire Tianhai City to be incomparably fearful and trembling....
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The first time I saw it, I thought it would be a good idea for me to take a look at it, but I
didn't think it would be a good idea.

At this moment, within the hall of the Gong family villa, Gong Haiyang sat bloodlessly on
the floor, his body dripping with cold sweat, his lips were shivering fiercely, and his eyes

were even more filled with the color of despair.

"Jun'er, Shen Xiyan is really that, that existent woman?"Gong Haiyang still had a glimmer

of hope to ask Gong Jun, how much he wanted to hear not two words from Gong Jun at

this moment.But clearly Gong Jun was silent, and Gong Jun's body was also filled with

despair.

Gong Jun didn't answer Gong Haiyang's words, only the next moment Gong Haiyang's
phone vibrated like crazy, Gong Haiyang subconsciously picked it up, but then his phone

fell to the ground.



"It's not good Master, the two elders of Gong Hai Long Gong Hai Tian have been killed by

mysterious people, all of our Gong Family's industries in Tian Hai City have also been

seized in their entirety, and our bank assets have been frozen..." a voice of extreme fear

came from the phone.

"Dad, what's going on?What's wrong with you and Gong-jun? What's going on?My Gong

Family is a big family, the third ranked family in the Heavenly Sea, what can happen to

us?"Gong Wei still looked confused as he asked to Gong Haiyang.

"Oh... third?Who says the Gong family is the third?We're fourth. Have you forgotten

what you told me yesterday morning?In this city of Heavenly Sea, in front of that

forbidden family, does it have our Gong Family's qualifications to speak?Oh... it's over,
it's all over, the Gong Family is ruined in my hands, ruined in my hands ah... "Gong
Haiyang mocked himself in despair, a second ago he was in high spirits, but now he has

fallen straight into a boundless hell.

"What?Dad, you mean it was the forbidden being that did it to us?"Gong Wei's face
changed dramatically, at this moment he finally understood why the leaders of the

younger generation as strong as Gong Jun were all scared like that, and the existence as

strong as his father who stood at the highest peak of Tianhai City were all scared to utter
despair....

As if he suddenly remembered something at this moment, Gong Haiyang quickly said to

Gong Wei, "Quickly, quickly inform Gong Wang, tell him to quickly withdraw back, never,
never hurt a hair of Shen Shi Yan, quickly..."

Gong Wei also turned pale, and quickly picked up his phone and called Gong Wang over,
only to be called over, but there was no answer, ringing for over ten seconds, and still no

one answered....

"Oh... useless useless useless, too late, too late ah, Gong Hai Long Gong Hai Tian is dead,
do you think they will still be alive?It's too late ah, Gong Haiyang you've played the

whole Gong family ah, the whole Gong family ah, the whole Gong family ah!!!"Gong Jun
said weeping inside, he now hated to just kill Gong Hai Yang, except that it had already

happened, the Gong family had completely annoyed that being!It's useless even if you kill
Gong Haiyang now, it's too late... Remember the URL .kanshu8.net

"Da Da Da Uncle, can I run now?I let my father and my mother take me to run out and

escape to a foreign country, right we run together, uncle we still have an industry abroad,
we run together... "Gong Zhao that waste, this is even more scared to piss, is really scared



to piss, he even dare not mess with Gong Wei Gong Jun, but he actually dared to be

deluded to dye theThe woman whose existence is forbidden?Even if that existence was

able to spare anyone in the Gong Family....

Gong Zhao wanted to run away now, to escape from the Gong family and flee to a foreign

country, he now had a sudden feeling in his heart that if he didn't run away now, then he

might not be able to escape....

Just to his words, but Gong Haiyang did not have any reaction, Gong Wei also did not

have any reaction, Gong Jun still despairingly paralyzed on the ground, his face white, no
longer even have the strength to stand up.And at this moment the flickering colored red

lights inside the villa, only then plastered on every wall of the villa, the big red happy

character, when contrasted with the faces of several people in the hall, it was so
conflicting, red and white... the punch was so conspicuous....
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"Then uncle since you guys don't run, I'll run ah... I really run ah, if I don't run I'll really
die ah, I'll really die ah..." yelled Gongzhao with a pale face and immense fear.Gong
Wang, who had brought over a hundred men and horses to capture Shen Xi Yan, was dead,
and the second and third elders of the Gong Family were also dead, so what could he, a
minor character, do?He was so scared that his legs went weak, but at this moment he was

still crawling out....

Even this moment was completely under the guts of Gongzhao, even the parents who

were still behind the villa to set up his wedding room are not even cared about, that is, he
ran out by himself in a mad rush, only that he just ran to the front door, suddenly
screamed and his body flew out backwards....

"Ah..." shrieked Gongzhao, and then no more of him existed in this world.Because he was
sliced in half directly from the top of his head by Lin Hao, who had seen his photo....

Lin Hao threw away the knife in his hand and received a wet wipe from Mo Tianji and
wiped his hands, "Crush it, feed the dogs..." after Lin Hao said that, the two combat

sequences behind him took Gongzhao's corpse, and moved it out, and then the sound of

dogs barking came from outside the courtyard door, really feed the dogs!

The three people in the hall right now, Gong Haiyang, Gong Wei, and Gong Jun, were all
trembling in their hearts after hearing Gong Jun's screams.No need to think they already



knew the end of Gongzhao.The true love to serve love to serve the ground Yi Yi turned to

die in a hurry.

And just now the three of them didn't run away, also because they knew very well that

tonight they couldn't escape at all, Jun didn't see the members of the Gong family who

were far away from the outside work, all of them were exterminated one by one?They
were still inside the Gong Family's main camp, and the outside of the Gong Family was

definitely already surrounded by the other side's men, so they couldn't really escape....

Gong Haiyang's heart was now rising with so much regret that it was on the verge of

coming out.The Gong Family, a family with a heritage of more than a hundred years,
built up after seven or eight generations of talent, the topmost first-class family in Tianhai

City ah.But because of his own hatred, he had brought about the destruction of the Gong

Family, the hard work of several generations, all destroyed because of his thoughts.The
Gong family was bound to cease to exist after tonight....

Gong Haiyang moved his body, then his body straightened up and knelt down towards

the plaque on the main seat of the hall, incomparably painful, closed his eyes, two lines of
tears of fear flowed from his eyes, he knew that he couldn't possibly live through the

night, couldn't possibly live through the night....

Lin Hao Mo Tianqi and the ten combat sequences, as well as Shen Yutong, who was

following behind, slowly walked in, Gong Wei and Gong Haiyang didn't know Lin Hao,
but they knew Mo Tianqi!Like the most famous person in the city today!The terrifying
existence standing at the very top of Tian Hai City today!But right now, this terrifying
existence was following behind Lin Hao like a underhanded hand!

"So my guess was right, but it's still one step too late..." when Gong Wei saw Mo Tianji

following behind Lin Hao like a servant, he understood everything.And he, Gong Jun, had
done his best to stop it, he had even tried his best, but he had underestimated the extent

to which Haiyang Gong Wei had died!

Gong Jun he has his own ideals, his own aspirations, but at this moment it's all gone, he's
a branch of the Gong family, but he's not sure if Lin Hao will let him go, after all, he also
tipped off Gong Haiyang tonight... A second to remember to read the book,

Just for Gong Jun's fear, Lin Hao didn't even pay any attention to him, but went to the

main seat in the living room and went to sit down in front of Gong Hai Yang, Lin Hao's
face was as dark as water, staring at Gong Hai Yang and asked, "How do you want to...
die?"
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Gong Haiyang closed his eyes, tears of remorse couldn't stop flowing down, opened his

mouth, but not a word came out, to his position, he knew very well that some things are

done, apologies and begging for forgiveness is useless, she never thought that Shen Xiyan

was actually a woman of the Heavenly Sea forbidden existence!For no other reason than

the fact that he had called Shen Xiyan a bastard, Lin Hao would never let him go....

Gong Haiyang opened his mouth and was about to speak when suddenly Mo Tianji
appeared beside him and a dagger directly snapped his neck....

Cough, cough, cough... Gong Haiyang's hands died over the trachea at his severed neck,
trying to say something, but could only make a sound that leaked air.Lin Hao had just

given Mo Tianji a look to indicate that.He didn't want to hear any words from Gong

Haiyang.

The blood at Gong Haiyang's neck was flowing down in waves, and his consciousness was
fading.He was a kingpin, an existence that stirred the wind in Tianhai City, and this kind

of kingpin was the most deathly afraid of death, and Lin Hao ended up killing him

without even giving him a chance to speak....

Gong Haiyang still had a trace of consciousness, his eyes had endless pleading in them,
looking at Lin Hao, wanting Lin Hao to let the Gong family go, was it just
possible?Hehehe....

Lin Hao stood up with a gloomy face and said to Gong Haiyang, who had fallen to the

ground, "Sending you on your way by Mo Tianji is also worthy of your identity, some

people are not something you can insult..."

Boom... Gong Haiyang's corpse collapsed to the ground, no longer a trace of

consciousness, Tianhai City's generation of dyeing cover love cover land whisk service

zero baron figure, at this moment, in the living room of his own family, completely

disappeared into the world.

"Let me go, I was wrong, I was really wrong, I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'll compensate, I'll
compensate all the Gong family to Miss Shen, let me go, I don't want to die, I really don't
want to die ah, I'm the young master of the Gong family, I'm not even thirty years old, I
haven't done a lot of things yet, I still have a lot of women to play with, I'm not married

yet, I don't want to die, I don't want to die ah, please, please... "Gong Wei saw his father



Gong Haiyang directly killed, at the moment he was about to be scared to death, he knew
that Lin Hao wouldn't let him go, but he really didn't want to die ah....

Think about it, he, Gong Wei, was the young master of the Gong family, what a powerful
figure in Tianhai City?How many top-notch debutantes in Tian Hai City wanted to climb

into his bed?His own account has billions of dollars in assets, power, money, and
beautiful women he has all of them, he hasn't had enough of this world, he really doesn't
want to die....

Pfffft... it was just that he, Gong Wei, didn't want to die, and Lin Hao didn't want him to

live!Three combat sequences of daggers, which at this moment brazenly plunged into his

body, heart and other vital parts....

Puff... cough... the next moment Gong Wei's mouth kept spurting out blood, his eyes had
a deep reluctance, until the moment he actually reached death, he realized how much he

didn't want to die, he realized how much he wanted to stay in this world.His life used to

be completely paper-thin, but now that he was looking at the dagger piercing through his

chest, he just wanted to breathe in the fresh air of this world before he went... First URL
m．kanshu8.net

It was also not until the moment of his actual death that he, Gong Wei, realized how

meaningless and desolate his life had been for the past twenty years or so, except for the
hookups, the women....

The last moment of Gong Wei's death, he only had endless regrets in his heart, he
regretted messing with Shen Xiyan, he regretted persuading his father to marry with the

Leng family, Gong Wei with endless regrets, also slowly disappeared in this world.......

Lin Hao looked coldly at Gong Wei's fallen body, he was still interested in saying a few

words to Gong Haiyang, but he wasn't even interested in opening his mouth to this

second ancestor.

At this moment in the hall, the only person left in the Gong family was Gong Jun, the best
person in the Gong family branch.Gong Jun was filled with despair, he watched Gong

Haiyang and his son die in front of him, his ears were listening to the constant screams

coming from the backyard, feeling the heat wave coming from the air that was coming

from the monstrous fire that had started in the villa area behind the Gong family....



"Oh... Gong Family, it's over, it's over, come on, send me on my way.I only regret one

thing in my life, and that's regretting being born and becoming a member of the Gong

Family!"Gong Jun closed his eyes in despair.

With his eyes closed, Gong Jun's heart had been prepared to face death, and at this point,
he understood that Lin Hao was absolutely going to annihilate the Gong family
tonight!And he was completely defenseless in front of Lin Hao, and he didn't even have

the slightest feeling of confrontation in his heart when he was facing Lin Hao.

Because he, Gong Jun, was excellent himself, and he also knew that Lin Hao was an even

better person than him.Not to mention Lin Hao, even the Mo Tianji beside Lin Hao, he,
Gong Jun, was nowhere near as good as him.

But Gong Jun, who was waiting to die with his eyes closed, hadn't seen Lin Hao make a

move on him after waiting for half a day.He couldn't help but open his eyes and look at

Lin Hao in confusion, and also saw Shen Yutong, who was now walking in from outside

and walking to Lin Hao's side, Gong Jun's heart was overflowing with bitterness....

Sure enough the next moment he heard Lin Hao speak, "Change your last name... You're
good, I hope to see you higher up in the future..."

Gong Jun opened his mouth and incomparably complicatedly said thank you to Lin
Hao.He knew that from now on, the Gong Family would no longer exist, and Gong Jun

spoke to Lin Hao, "Thank you, I'm leaving Tian Hai tomorrow, going to Europe, and I'll
never come back in this life..."

"Mm..." nodded Lin Hao slowly.

Lin Hao no longer spoke and just quietly looked at the sky-high flames that were burning

higher and higher outside, flames that were bound to incinerate everything in the Gong

Family, but even though the Gong Family was now destroyed, the hostility in Lin Hao's
body was still undiminished....
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After Gong Jun finished talking to Lin Hao, he looked at Shen Yutong with incomparably

complicated eyes and said with a self-deprecating smile, "Oh... Yutong you also said that

I helped you and then you married me, oh... now not only did I not help youI'm busy, and
you're helping me in the end?Oh... I'm leaving tomorrow, I know you don't like me in

your heart, it's good now, you don't have to struggle in your heart, find a man you like to

marry in the future, I'll silently bless you..."



"Well?"After Gong Wei finished speaking, Lin Hao, who was in a daze, suddenly turned

his head to look at Gong Wei with fierce eyes, "What did you just say?You say she's come

to beg you to do something, to marry you?"

Gong Jun nodded heavily, "Well, it's just funny, what am I in front of you?"

Lin Hao didn't pay any more attention to Gong Jun, but fiercely turned his head to stare

at Shen Yutong, staring into Shen Yutong's eyes, Shen Yutong looked straight at Lin Hao:
"It has nothing to do with you, I'm doing it for Ci Yan!I love you very, very, very much!"

Look at Shen Yutong's resolute, listen to her words, Lin Hao's heart of the complex more

and more thick, this silly woman, actually did this degree?Lin Hao opened his mouth This

moment in front of Shen Yutong's sacrifice, he found himself unable to say anything....

He is not a hard-hearted person, and Shen Yutong has been paying for him time and time

again, and his heart has fluctuated.Obviously he could no longer accommodate any

woman in his heart in this life, but Shen Yutong still broke into his heart at this moment.

It was just that his relationship with Shen Yutong was very complicated, and Shen Yutong
was Shen Xiyan's sister, although not his own sister, but better than his own sister.Lin
Hao's heart was very complicated, and so was Shen Yutong's, also very complicated....

But no matter what, Shen Yutong's matter would be discussed later, for now Lin Hao still

decided to deal with the Tianhai side first, Shen Xiyan was still in despair, and before

Shen Xiyan's face, everything had to go backwards....

Thinking of this Lin Hao looked deeply at Shen Yu Tong, "I still have things to do in the

next few days, please don't tell Xi Yan about my identity, okay?"

Shen Yutong nodded seriously, "Well, don't worry, I won't tell Xi Yan.I will also leave

Tian Hai tomorrow and go to Europe with Gong Jun, I won't be back for a short time..."

Hearing Shen Yutong's words, Lin Hao's heart once again trembled fiercely, and suddenly
spoke subconsciously, "Don't go..." Remember the website .kanshu8.net

"What?"Shen Yutong suddenly stared up at Lin Hao, not knowing why Shen Yutong's eyes
were suddenly streaming with tears at this moment....

"Don't go, stay, okay?"Lin Hao incomparably complicated said to Shen Yutong.



Shen Yutong laughed and looked at Lin Hao, but there were more tears, she smiled with

tears and said to Lin Hao, "Thank you, I'm very happy that you said that, but I still have
to go, you and Xi Yan... must go to the end, you must be happy, Xi Yan truly loves you,
and loves you very, very deeply,Don't do anything to hurt her, okay?. okay?"Shen Yutong
smiled at Lin Hao with tears streaming down her face.

Lin Hao bowed his head in silence, only he knew who the person Shen Yutong's heart
loved was!But he couldn't give Shen Yutong any promises, and he couldn't hurt Shen
Xiyan in this life.So right now, he could only look at Shen Yutong and be silent....

Shen Yutong took a deep breath and turned to Gong Jun, who was still paralyzed on the

floor, and said, "Gong Jun, do you still like me now?"

Gong Jun was stunned at the news, he also saw that there was something wrong between

Shen Yutong and Lin Hao, he was incomparably shocked, he knew that recently this

month, Shen Yutong had a man in her heart that she liked.But he never expected that the

man Shen Yutong liked was actually Lin Hao!!!!

Shen Yutong took a deep breath and asked out loud to Gong Jun once again, "Gong Jun,
I'll ask you once again, do you still like me now?"Shen Yutong put away the face of the

smile, serious to Gong Jun asked, just face again with tears flowing down....

Gong Jun didn't reply directly to Shen Yutong's words, but looked up at Lin Hao.But Lin
Hao remained silent.Gong Jun turned to look at Shen Yutong again, he nodded heavily

and said, "Well, like, I've liked you since the first day I met you, I want you to be my

wife..."

Shen Yutong nodded, "Mm, good, then take me away tonight, we'll go to Europe, I'll
marry you, we'll get married when we go to Europe..." said Shen Yutong, pulling Gong

Jun who was on the ground, turning around and walking out....

Lin Hao stood in place, looking at Shen Yutong's distant back, only deeply complex heart,
with the touch, Shen Yutong's figure, at this moment completely into his heart.......but is
a sad........

"Tianji, mobilize all the resources under your command to support Gong Jun Shen

Yutong's development over in Europe, remember to secretly go and help, as much as you

can..." said Lin Hao incomparably complicated to Mo Tianji standing behind him.



"Yes!Young Master... "Mo Tianji nodded with a serious face.At this moment, he was also
deeply shocked by this woman Shen Yutong....

"I'm sorry..." said Lin Hao silently to Shen Yutong as he looked at Shen Yutong who had

disappeared from sight.
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